
SUSTAINABILITY
Functions
At Work!



As more people learn about sustainability and climate
change they often want to know what they can do about it -
both at home and at work. This is supported by the 2021
Gallup poll, published by SHRM, which reported that 70% of
US workers said that an employer's environmental record is
important to them and is a consideration when deciding
whether to take a job with an employer. That's why UMBC
Sustainability has put together this useful guide for infusing
climate and sustainability thinking into various professional
functions.  

7 out 10 Employees

Consider their employer's environmental record



How Your Job RelatesHow Your Job RelatesHow Your Job Relates

How many of the above functions does your job encompass on a
regular basis? Each one of these topics has several sub-topics that

apply to the function. Use this guide as your climate compass to
determine opportunities to include sustainability and/or climate

action into your role at UMBC. 

A good rule of thumb: 
Rethink and reimagine everything, foster strong

communities, and keep pushing forward.



Leadership
UMBC’s leaders work to bring to life our community’s
vision: to redefine excellence in higher education
through an inclusive culture that connects innovative
teaching and learning, research across disciplines,
and civic engagement. UMBC greatly values the
voices and service of faculty, staff, and student
leaders across UMBC and the University System of
Maryland. You too are a leader and you can bring
some climate and sustainability leadership into your
office!



Procurement
Whether you work in procurement or you're
responsible for ordering supplies for your
division, it's important to think about the
message you're sending with the money that
you spend. Consider the impacts of
purchases and contracts



Communications
Communicating the work you are doing as
related to climate change is important, but
so is considering the environmental impact
of the methods you use to communicate in
general. Follow these guidelines to think
about how to incorporate climate change
into communications.



Human Resources
Employees are becoming more and more concerned with
the impact of their work on the climate, which means
there are lots of opportunities to engage them in this
work! Whether through employee volunteer programs or
making the climate impacts of any job explicit, there's lots
to think through on the HR side. 



Relations & Policy
Not only do we need to think about the
impact that new climate legislation has
on campus, we need to think about
ways we can support legislation that
helps combat climate change. 


